Blog by Tommy Ruke, The King Pin – Leading Expert in Truck Insurance

CRASHES THAT SHOW UP IN CSA THAT ARE NOT ON LOSS RUNS
There is a difference between what a DOT reportable crash is and an accident
that is reported on an insurance carrier’s loss runs.
A DOT reported crash is a crash that occurs on public highways, investigated
by a DOT officer caused by a CMV with one or more of the following factors:
There was a fatality, one or more persons have to have medical treatment
away from the crash site (think ambulance) or one or more of the vehicles
involved cannot move away from the site on their own (think wrecker). Note
there is no consideration for fault, just these factors.
There has been a lot of discussion that this is not fair. How can a motor carrier
have a crash reflected on their public records when they did nothing to cause
the crash? Why should a motor carrier be subject to intervention under CSA
when the motor carrier’s driver did nothing to cause the crash? FMCSA, after
much pressure, agreed to not reflect a crash score in CSA (crashes are listed
but not “scored”) until a study was performed and the crash would reflect
causation of the crash. Well the study was completed and FMCSA determined
that there is no foolproof path to follow for quickly assessing causation in
crashes so they will not change the way crashes are accounted for.
Surprise! Surprise! The insurance industry could have told the government
that in truck crashes, it takes time and effort to determine causation, and in
particular, the degree of fault. We all have seen crashes where when first
reported looked like our insured did nothing wrong to only later find out that
they did.
Claims reflected on loss runs are crashes that the insurance company has
reported to them and in most cases, at least over time pays money to
investigate, defend and/or pay a judgment or settlement. If nothing is paid over
time, the claim might not show up on loss runs.
So comparing the two sources of information, crashes reflected on CSA/Safer
reflect no-fault but have one or more of the factors of fatality, injury or towed,
where loss runs reflect claims reported by insured or claimants where the
insured would have some alleged fault and partial responsibility.
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Have any of you seen a crash reflected in CSA/Safer that is not on loss runs? –
Truck slides off the road, hits a tree – No damage to tree – Fender goes into
the tire causing damage to the tire so the unit could not be moved without a
tow. This will show up in CSA/Safer but may not be on the loss runs – Liability
- Auto damage – PD repairs – Deductible.
Loss on loss runs and not reflected in CSA/Safer. Crash happens – Your
insured slides into a 4-wheeler at a stop sign, bumping the car and passengers
in the car are jolted but no blood. Later the passenger goes to a doctor with a
stiff neck – Bad pain – Then an attorney – Payout sought - Now on loss runs –
Or repair of car even though it could be driven away.
We often talk about “balancing” public information and the information used in
underwriting (application, loss runs, operations) and understanding how
FMCSA reports crashes is an important consideration when reviewing and
analyzing loss runs.
For further information, see:
Transport Topics, Week of January 26, 2015, “Study: Crash Data Flawed
– Feds Say Reporting Gaps Hinder Fault Findings”
James Jaillet’s Blogs of January 21 and 27, 2015:
“Crash accountability in CSA would not improve prediction of
future crash risk, FMCSA concludes”
“Industry reacts to FMCSA’s crash fault study: Where’s the
‘accountability’ in Compliance, Safety, Accountability?”
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